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 Managing the Chaos a Little Better*

 RUTH C. LAWSON, Mount Holyoke College

 The focusing of sustained attention on United States foreign policy is
 one of the conspicuous features of our time. The role of no other major
 power receives comparable critical attention. Does this result in per-
 ceptive analyses of the principal problems and characteristic proce-
 dures of the past two decades, a period of unprecedented change
 throughout the world and of striking continuity in United States as-
 sessments, goals and strategies? Do the pundits agree on prescriptions
 for the 1970's?

 The authors of the four books triggering this review-essay are
 acknowledged experts, George W. Ball and Robert S. McNamara as
 high-level practitioners, Stanley Hoffmann and Hans J. Morgenthau as
 observing scholars. Professor Morgenthau's book originated in work
 undertaken as a Senior Research Fellow of the Council on Foreign
 Relations; Mr. Hoffmann's is a volume in the Council's Atlantic Policy
 Studies.1 Although the practitioners are not writing memoires, their
 books reflect personal experience. All volumes deserve the serious
 attention of experts and concerned citizens.

 Mr. McNamara's volume is the most limited in scope, focusing on
 the fundamental problem of national security. He makes available
 actual policy statements during a seven year tenure as Secretary of
 Defense, drawn with some editorial adaptations from his public ad-
 dresses and declassified portions of reports to Congress. Writing at the
 time of leaving office, he discloses the premises, principles and philos-
 ophy underlying the major defense decisions and forward planning
 of his administration. United States security, he concludes, must rest
 on collective mechanisms and is rooted in economic well-being and
 political stability abroad as well as at home. "Collective security and
 collective development are but two faces of the same coin."2 Strategic

 * Title adapted from a quotation attributed to President Richard M.
 Nixon ("Let us not fall into the dreary rut or just manage the chaos a
 little better.") in Robert B. Semple, Jr., "Nixon's Presidency is a Very Pri-
 vate Affair," New York Times Magazine, November 2, 1969.

 1George W. Ball, The Discipline of Power: Essentials of a Modern
 World Structure (Little, Brown and Company, Boston, 1968); Robert S.
 McNamara, The Essence of Security: Reflections in Office (Harper and
 Row, New York, 1968); Stanley Hoffmann, Gulliver's Troubles, or the
 Setting of American Foreign Policy.(McGraw-Hill Book Company, New
 York, 1968); Hans J. Morgenthau, A New Foreign Policy for the United
 States (Frederick A. Praeger, New York, 1969, paperback).

 2 McNamara, 162.
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 nuclear capability as a deterrence to all-out nuclear or non-nuclear
 attacks is "absolutely vital" to the security of the United States and
 its allies inasmuch as no "meaningful victory" in nuclear war is "con-
 ceivable."3 Flexible response is endorsed as the basic strategic doctrine.
 Imaginative, decisive and responsible civilian leadership is required
 for direction of the Defense Department, the complexities of which
 demand modern managerial tools for efficient administration, so that
 new programs and projects can be justified by calculations of cost
 effectiveness. Innovative programs for contributing to such social
 problems as racial discrimination, poverty, and unequal educational
 opportunities are consistent with combat readiness, the basic mission
 of the Defense Department.

 The tone is authoritative, inasmuch as these are the "core conclu-
 sions"4 underlying the defense decisions of the McNamara period. It
 is confidently asserted that, although the international environment
 has changed greatly in the past decade, these remain the chief prin-
 ciples future Secretaries of Defense must face and implement as the
 United States moves toward "a world of decency and development."5

 From over thirty-five years' experience with foreign policy, culmi-
 nating in six years' service as Under-Secretary of State, Mr. Ball calls on
 Europeans as well as Americans, who share a "humane political heri-
 tage,"6 aspirations and security requirements, to organize power rela-
 tionships rationally in order to meet more effectively the challenges of
 poverty, injustice and war. The world "has grown too complicated and
 dangerous for the United States to mold and manage world affairs"
 alone.7

 Drawing a richly detailed portrait of evolving postwar power ar-
 rangements in Western Europe, in North Atlantic relations, in East-
 West relations, in relations with the Far East, and those between the
 developed nations of the North and the developing nations of the
 South, Mr. Ball emphasizes that "the only constant is change."8
 Against this background he looks forward, arguing that the exuberance
 with which we have used our power in recent years should be modified
 by discipline. The systems and structures by which governments con-
 duct their affairs require reassessment. National interests and national
 roles require redefinition. A tough-minded attempt must be made to
 narrow the gap between human institutions and human requirements.

 3 Ibid., x.
 4 Idem.

 5 Ibid., 157.
 6 Ball, 14.
 7 Idem.

 8 Ibid., 5.
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 The "structure of power" must be reshaped "to permit a more effective
 sharing of world responsibilities."9 The United States is forced to fix
 "clearly defined limits to our world interests and responsibilities,"
 carefully allocating resources to the pursuit of goals that are supported
 at home and widely approved abroad.

 In the conduct of foreign policy Mr. Ball considers flexible prag-
 matism to be inadequate. Conceptual thinking is essential in order to
 establish priorities and seek common interests. Such thinking on the
 part of Mr. Ball results in the recommendation that United States
 foreign policy distinguish between the problems of the Northern Zone,
 composed of "friends, neighbors and adversaries who have assimilated
 the industrial revolution" (plus Latin America for geographical and
 historical reasons), and the problems of the Southern areas less vital
 to our interests.'? Better allocation of power among industrial states
 requires the emergence of a united Western Europe as a third super-
 power able and willing to play a responsible role in world politics, thus
 destroying the "fragile balancing of fear"" as the base on which power
 is now ordered in the present bipolarity and exercising a "moderating
 influence" on East-West relations "during the slow transition of the
 Soviet Union to political maturity and modernity."l2 Moreover, in
 response to the varieties of threats posed by different Communisms,
 "it is not too early to start thinking" about a "conceptual alternative
 to the containment doctrine... based equally on the realities of
 power."'3 This alternative should simultaneously "stop treating the
 developing nations as if they were pawns in some great world strug-
 gle" and view in perspective their limited role on the world stage.14

 The first sentence in Professor Morgenthau's preface captures the
 tone sustained throughout his provocative analysis: "The deficiencies
 of American foreign policy... result from faulty modes of thought
 rather than from defects of personality or errors of execution."'5
 Observing that recent policies have lived on the "intellectual capital
 ... accumulated in the famous fifteen weeks of 1947," which saw the
 emergence of a new foreign policy distinguished by the policy of con-
 tainment, the Truman Doctrine and the Marshall Plan, the author
 agrees with Mr. Ball that these policies have become obsolete with
 the exhaustion of this intellectual capital because of the "drastic trans-

 9 Ibid., 14.
 10 Ibid., 346.
 11Ibid., 348.
 12 Ibid., 349.
 13 Ibid., 355.
 14 Ibid., 354.
 15 Morgenthau, vii.
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 formation" of the 1947 issues.l6 The book is Morgenthau's response
 to his call for a "radical rethinking" of the issues and the devising of
 more adequate policies. The basic issues, in his view, concern relations
 with the Allies, the Communist world and the uncommitted nations,
 as well as the problem of nuclear power. Required also is a review of
 commitments to national objectives, designed to establish policy prior-
 ities relative to restated national purposes and the availability of na-
 tional power to support them.

 In a penetrating analysis of Communist foreign policies Professor
 Morgenthau makes clear that he has in effect heeded Mr. Ball's call
 to think about a conceptual alternative to containment. Morgenthau
 sees the 1947 challenges, Russian expansionism and the spread of
 Communism, transformed in the interval into a complex web of inter-
 related and interacting strands: a Soviet state acting increasingly and
 occasionally ruthlessly in support of traditional Russian national in-
 terests while simultaneously trying to justify by competition with the
 principal capitalistic nation, the United States, the claim to uniqueness
 as the model of a Marxist-Leninist state; an increasingly powerful
 China pursuing its own national interests while simultaneously com-
 peting with the USSR for leadership of the world communist movement
 by attacking the relevance of the Soviet version of Communism and
 proclaiming the universal relevance of the Chinese version; and, else-
 where, a polycentric Communism the characteristics and policies of
 which are to a greater or lesser extent determined by the idiosyncratic
 national characteristics and policies and needs of each state rather than
 by the example or power of the USSR, resulting in a spectrum of chal-
 lenges even to the Soviet Union itself.

 In Morgenthau's opinion, the consequent diversity requires the
 United States in each specific case to evaluate the kind of challenge
 posed to its national interests, avoiding simplistic attitudes and policies
 and moving away from the tendency to "take Communism more
 seriously as a political ideology than the major Communist govern-
 ments."17

 The intricacy of American relations with the Communist world
 produces a certain ambivalence when Mr. Morgenthau comes to sug-
 gesting principles for subsequent policy in respect of this issue. Al-
 though he sees the "containment of Communist governments and
 movements" as among the secondary interests of the United States in
 its relations with other states, he considers that the primary United
 States interest, " the security of its teritory and institutions," is threat-

 16 Ibid., 3.
 17 Ibid., 148.
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 ened by hegemonial powers in Europe and Asia not only in traditional
 ways but also by the "exposure of American institutions to ideological
 competition and subversion from abroad."'8 In this context he acknowl-
 edges that American foreign policy must have an ideological as well
 as a conventional dimension.

 Simultaneously, however, Mr. Morgenthau urges "the ideological
 decontamination of conventional foreign policy" as a precondition of
 successful diplomacy aiming at accommodation and compromise, aims
 "incompatible with the contest of political ideologies."'9 He urges "one
 ultimate test"20 of foreign policies towards all nations: whether these
 policies serve the security interests of the United States-a criterion
 with which Mr. McNamara could be expected to agree. Morgenthau
 sees the ideological contest as ultimately decided not by "the political,
 military, propagandist, and economic interventions of the contestants
 in the affairs of other nations, but by the visible virtues and vices of
 their respective political, economic and social systems."21 In light
 of the author's emphasis on the substantial ideological component in
 Communist foreign policies, it seems somewhat idealistic to expect the
 United States to succeed in the ideological struggle by "creating a
 society at home which can... serve as a model for other nations to
 emulate."22 The rationale is presumably rooted in "the recognition that
 in large parts of the world there exists today an objective revolutionary
 situation" which would exist without Communism and is substan-

 tially "a response to Western teachings and examples of national
 self-determination and radical social reform" but which has become
 identified with Communism because the West has failed to extend

 moral and material support.23 The reader might plausibly doubt that
 Mr. Ball would find satisfactory Professor Morgenthau's alternative
 to the containment doctrine.

 Ambivalence is also reflected in Morgenthau's invocation of the
 "traditional methods of the balance of power"24 in order to counter
 traditional threats to United States security. In fact he goes beyond
 traditional methods in supporting the strategic military posture of the
 United States in Western Europe and in urging active United States
 support of political unification there. The maintenance of the balance

 18 Ibid., 241-242.
 19 Idem.

 20 Ibid., 243.
 21 Idem.

 22 Idem.

 23 Ibid., 149.
 24 Ibid., 242.
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 of power in Europe led the United States into the First and Second
 World Wars. The post-World War II lesson of this has been the in-
 volvement of the United States with Western Europe through institu-
 tions and processes of striking novelty in recognition of the prepon-
 derance of American power. That the United States has thus functioned
 as a European power goes beyond the "traditional methods of the
 balance of power." A longer period of peace in Europe than main-
 tained after World War I together with changes within the Communist
 bloc appear to justify these policies. This suggests not thoroughgoing
 reassessment but considered evolution of these policies with a view to
 confronting contemporary political and economic threats as effectively
 as the military threat has been faced, as well as to devising a more
 meaningful collective role for the European allies. There is merit in the
 call for a change in the style of our foreign policy through information
 and consultation in order "to minimize the appearances of... [our]
 predominance."25 Where Mr. Morgenthau prefers informal procedures,
 however, I would emphasize the need for more effective institutions
 through which the general interest of the alliance can be injected early
 into the process of seeking to concert the policies of alliance members.

 Faced with existing nuclear proliferation in Western Europe, Mor-
 genthau makes a strong case for the political unification of the area in
 order to mitigate the "centrifugal and anarchic consequences" of pro-
 liferation by "limiting the number of independent nuclear deterrents"
 until it becomes possible to achieve "the ultimate goal" of Atlantic
 Union, unattainable at present.26 By different routes Professor Mor-
 genthau and Mr. Ball thus arrive at the desirability and necessity of
 a new European policy for the United States, which would support
 new political arrangements among West European states in close re-
 lationship with the United States. Granted the difference in environ-
 ment and goals of 1969, however, was not support for Western
 European integration a major United States policy in the fifties? And
 what does it portend when two leading American analysts view
 Europe in these terms while Eastern and some Western European
 elites and governments also recall the fifties in their talk of accommo-
 dation between the security systems of Eastern and Western Europe
 as a task for the seventies?

 It remains to point out that in addition to the traditional and
 ideological threats to United States security, to be countered as dis-
 cussed above, Morgenthau discerns a third and relatively recent threat,
 the exposure of the American territory to nuclear destruction, to be

 25 Ibid., 182.
 26 Ibid., 186-187.
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 countered by novel methods of deterrence and arms control. The di-
 lemma introduced by nuclear weapons is evident. Their enormous
 destructiveness makes them "not susceptible to rational use as instru-
 ments of national policy. Yet their availability makes it impossible for
 foreign policy to be conducted in a rational manner as though they
 did not exist. Their very existence compels us to rethink the basic
 issues of foreign policy."27 Do the principles Morgenthau proposes as
 a guide to future foreign policy reflect rethinking of the basic issues?

 If it is accurate to state that both the United States and the Soviet
 Union "have ruled out the use of nuclear force as an instrument of

 their national policies,"28 the resulting impotence of "the powerful ...
 in the fullness of their power"29 must be considered a notable turning
 point in the evolution of the national state system. To argue that na-
 tional interests can consequently be supported only by conventional
 diplomatic and military practices appears a meager response to the
 magnitude of the challenge. If avoidance of nuclear war is a shared
 goal of the United States, the USSR and others, to be consistently
 pursued despite differences on other issues, has there not arisen a
 community of interest on which the leaders of the seventies should
 seek to develop new political institutions adequate to human needs?

 To raise this question is to suggest a foreign policy problem of
 compelling importance, the difficulty of changing policy. Virtually
 overlooked in the three books that have been discussed, it receives
 attention in Professor Hoffmann's skillful analysis of the tensions
 between the American political system and the requirements of effec-
 tive foreign policy. In itself this analysis is a major contribution of
 Hoffmann's examination of the frustrations of American diplomacy as
 it has carried into the late sixties the political strategies and tactics of
 the immediate postwar years.

 Principal characteristics of the American political system which
 receive Hoffmann's attention are not only the dispersion of power,
 which can pit the President against the Congress and which splinters
 the executive branch, but also the various influences exerted by the
 public on the President together with the slow development of a
 career foreign service and its periodic dilution by temporary recruits
 from outside the government. Examples from the Roosevelt through
 Johnson administrations richly illustrate the analysis. Slowness, dilu-
 tion of authority and responsibility, parochialism, lack of imagination,
 overwork and emphasis on the wrong kind of work, lack of coordina-

 27 Ibid., 208.
 28 Ibid., 209.
 29 Ibid., 214.
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 tion, the concurrent pursuit of contradictory policies-all are potential
 consequences which can reinforce the tendency to equate importance
 with emergency, to accent short-range thinking, and to follow old
 policies rigidly. Frenzy is also evident. The American approach "is too
 static and too frantic."30

 "An effective foreign policy," on the contrary, the author argues,
 "requires that the President not be obsessed by opinion, that the career
 personnel and temporary recruits in the civil service coexist fruitfully,
 that Congress be responsible, that the fragmented executive branch
 be well coordinated."3 Only one man, the President, can "tie up the
 package."32 Thus Professor Hoffmann assigns key importance to the
 growth of the Presidency in surmounting the populist and divisive
 trends in the American foreign policy making process. He shows in
 organizational and political terms how post-World War II Presidents,
 when successful, have "tied up the package" through consensus-
 building, seeking "as broad support as possible from the public, Con-
 gress and all the elements of the bureaucracy."33 Excessive preoccupa-
 tion with the requirements of domestic consensus may, the author
 warns, minimize the external effectiveness of policies. He criticizes also
 as potentially disastrous the use of methods of domestic consensus-
 building in the attempt to obtain external support for policies.

 Without undermining the usefulness of Mr. Hoffmann's sophisti-
 cated analysis, it can, I think, be argued that he is overly complacent
 concerning the successful adaptation of eighteenth century institutions
 to late twentieth century challenges. The complexity of foreign policy
 issues magnifies the growing importance of non-politically-accountable
 experts. Weapon technology induces mounting revulsion against the
 use of force in international relations. Sincere and high-minded persons
 within as well as without government not only debate but also mobilize
 in criticism of policies concerning which they frequently have little
 information and less insight. The banalities and generalizations of
 official pronouncements often suggest isolation from the thinking of
 the public and result in credibility gaps. Nihilistic attitudes and atten-
 tion to "human concerns" on the part of youth lead them to doubt
 the relevance of the national state and its values.

 Do not challenges of this scope and depth compel more rigorous and
 imaginative attention to the problem of making institutions more
 responsive and consequently more effective, to changing them as
 necessary? Between the Scylla of attachment to old but positive poli-

 30 Hoffmann, 209.
 31 Ibid., 281.
 32 Adapted from the title of Chapter 9.
 33 Ibid., 293.
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 cies whose legitimacy and adequacy have come into question, and the
 Charybdis of the temptation to devise new but negative policies in an
 effort to appeal to uninformed disillusionment, a President is today
 confronted with more than merely "tying up the package."

 Reasons of space preclude attention to many aspects of Hoffmann's
 comprehensive but diffuse work. Serious students will not only want
 to acquaint themselves with the details of his analysis of the present
 international system, which he sees as characterized by the coexistence
 of bipolarity, polycentrism and emerging multipolarity, and as less
 congenial to the American style and institutions than the immediate
 postwar world.34 Thoughtful readers will also want to examine care-
 fully Professor Hoffmann's prescriptions for a new international sys-
 tem, which he labels "multi-hierarchical" and views as less frustrating
 for a superpower but as one in which the United States "would have
 to behave in unfamiliar ways."35 Characterized by more ranks of
 powers in the hierarchy than at present, functional diversification
 within the hierarchy, and regional decentralization, the "multi-
 hierarchical" system would contain the possibility for world order if
 the United States and the Soviet Union, and other nuclear powers as
 they appear, succeed in making the system "moderate," for example,
 stabilized at the global level by mutual deterrence between the super-
 powers.36

 Although the global model is highly generalized, it is put forward
 as a vision to inspire new United States goals. Hoffmann shares the
 view of Ball and Morgenthau that visions and policies of the immediate
 postwar years are no longer valid. In this context Hoffmann defines
 rather specifically the limits and possibilities of future United States
 policy in the Atlantic area. Alternatives are examined with relevance
 to the problems they are designed to resolve. Atlantic partnership is
 discarded as inadequate to these problems now and in the forseeable
 future. Similarly, proposals for "a certain kind of disinvolvement"37 of
 the United States from Western Europe, for example, new European
 security arrangements of the type discussed in the middle fifties and
 currently revived in some quarters, are rejected although not without
 probing characterized by many suggestive insights. Brzezinski's pro-
 posal "for a broader conception of America's role in Europe" is like-
 wise rigorously analyzed only to be rejected.3S

 34 Ibid., 316.
 35 Ibid., 344.
 36 Ibid., 356-358.
 37 Ibid., 478-479.
 38 Ibid., 485. This is the subtitle of Zbigniew Brzezinski's book, Alterna-

 tive to Partition (McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 1965).
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 Hoffmann opts for a policy of United States "cooperation with a
 uniting Europe or a policy of limited engagement in European unifica-
 tion-'limited' in contrast to parts of Brzezinski's plan and the Atlantic
 partnership idea; 'engagement' in contrast to rather misleading theories
 of disinvolvement."39 In elaborate and subtle arguments that merit
 serious reflection, he puts forward a new version for future Atlantic
 relations. The perspective is longer than that of Professor Morgenthau
 or of Mr. Ball.

 Hoffmann is urging the United States to encourage the creation of
 a European entity, beginning with Western Europe but in the long
 run extending to the eastern border of Poland. This, he argues, would
 emancipate the continent from the two present superpowers and re-
 solve the German problem either through reunification or through
 accommodation of the two German entities. In time, he sees this
 Europe as confederally organized, not only for collective security but
 also for the conduct of foreign and welfare affairs. Ultimately, the
 two present European security systems would be replaced by one
 "European security system" unilaterally guaranteed by the United
 States and the USSR.40

 Many will question Hoffmann's contention that such an arrange-
 ment would give "the United States its best chance of ultimately
 reducing its burdens, without increasing its risks."41 Some would
 doubt the advisability of reliance on "collective security" after the
 experience of half a century. In the light of history others would
 question the significance of unilateral guarantees without the collab-
 oration of guarantors that is necessary in order to define interests and
 project plans for honoring guarantees. It is also reasonable to doubt
 in the light of North American and European experience that confed-
 erations can effectively make policy.

 It should nevertheless be recalled that this "European Europe" is
 proposed in the context of Hoffmann's "multi-hierarchical" interna-
 tional system, a system (i) characterized by more than two major
 participants in world politics, (2) stabilized by mutual deterrence be-
 tween the present or future superpowers and (3) allowing for crisis
 management at the regional level. It should also be pointed out that,
 should the European entity fail to come about, Professor Hoffmann's
 view of desirable future relations between the United States and a

 united Western Europe is essentially that of Ball and Morgenthau.
 Furthermore, if in the post-Czechoslovakian environment there are

 39 Hoffmann, 495.
 40 Ibid., 534.
 41 Ibid., 496.
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 no changes discernible in Russian policies which would support a
 "European Europe," it should likewise be noted that there are discern-
 ible at present no changes in American policies which would support
 participation in more integrated military, economic and political ar-
 rangements with Western Europe.

 The national mood is one of re-examination and of attention to the

 constraints, domestic and international, that circumscribe United States
 foreign policy. It is a mood unlikely to sustain even Mr. McNamara's
 limited requisites. Without the courageous leadership of the intellectual
 community in clear and profound debate, the polity is unlikely to un-
 derstand Mr. Ball's imaginative proposals, Professor Morgenthau's call
 for the re-examination of America's purpose, interests and power, or
 the more comprehensive sights on which Professor Hoffmann has set
 his course. It is impossible to disagree with Mr. Ball's observation:
 "there can never be too much [talking and writing about foreign
 policy], since there is an insatiable need for fresh insights and new
 appraisals."42

 42 Ball, 4.
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